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PREFACE:

The modem theater, which is to say the avant-garde theater, 

forerunner of dada, surrealism, cruelty and absurdity in theater, 

had its inception in France on December 11, 1896 with the pro

duction of Alfred Jarry’s KING UBU. The play itself stands far 

from being great drama in any sense, but its intention, and the 

fulfillment of that intention on its opening night, render it a 

titanic achievement in the world of theater* Jarry’s main pur

pose in writing, and subsequently producing, the play was to 

shock the priggish, middle class audience of his era. Not only 

did he attempt to shock his audience for the sake of sensation

alism, but he also endeavered to antagonize them to the degree 

that they would never again attend the theater.



In KING UBU Jarry used the word "shit“ on stage for the 

first time in the history of established theater. The offen

siveness of that word, in his time, was so mammoth that riots 

followed the performance, and, needless to say, the middle class 

prudes went home for good, Jarry won his battle and his cohorts 

and followers tossed up their hats joyously in a grand hurrah.

The entertainment seeking mobs had been driven away and theater 

was then opened-up completely to serious artists seeking to 

express personal views of reality, often utilizing experimental 

forms.

The quality of the audience, since Restoration drama, has 

been, and probably always will be, the biggest stumbling block 

in theater. Too often playwrights and actors have had to pros

titute themselves and their art to the whims of the popular mind. 

Generally the popular mind is vastly incapable of judging a 

work of art, and, thus, it should not be allowed the right of 

censorship and condemnation. As Jarry realized, the only way 

to free the theater for the artists was to eliminate the self 

appointed critics. (Whose position is aptly summed up in the 

prevailing "I don’t know anything about art, but I know what I 

like" attitude.)

Periodically the contemporary stage produces sensationalistic 

dramas similiar to that of Jarry. The purpose of such plays, 

indeed, is not to reveal great human truths; they are, in a sense, 

vaccinations to protect the theater, once again, from the hands 

of the mob. Good theater never has, been, and,never should be,
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an escape and a simple form of relaxation. Its major goal, be 

its form comedy, tragedy or satire, is to provoke serious thought 

and reflection on the human situation.

In drama, no subject matter is taboo if it is handled skill

fully and in an artistic manner. (OEDIPUS REX deals quite can

didly with the topic of incest.) Too often audiences declaim a 

play as ’’bad" or ”sensational1’ because it concerns a subject they 

do not wish to hear about. But if that very subject is real and 

a part of the human condition an artist has every right to ex

press his view of it. Censorship will never solve the problems 

of human nature and of society, but a thoughtful consideration 

of them might, at least, help. Through the spectacle of drama, 

the honest playwright attempts to bring about this considers- 

tion in the mind of the audience.

Drama is a social art and it can only come to its fullest 

realization in a receptive society. At the present time it is 

a rare occasion when great plays are produced on Broadway, which 

is, Ironically, considered to be the center of theater in the 

United States. For Broadway caters to the popular mind, which 

is, all too often, the unthinking mind. Perhaps the day will 

come again, as it came long ago in Greece, when great plays and 

great audiences abound. But, alas, for the moment, the most 

vital activity in theater continues off-Broadway and "under- 

ground". If contemporary drama is ever to achieve its potential 

zenith, then the vast, potential, audience must open first its
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heart, then its eyes, and finally its mind to the world around, 

and develops a concern for the human spirit which reigns above

all other terrestrial concerns.
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“I am here. They are living, they speak to me,
I am alive. Once more, I’ve jumped feet first 
into life. Words are entering ray ears; little 
by little, they take on meaning. ... Since my 
heart continues to beat, it will have to beat 
for something, for someone. Since I’m not deaf. 
I’ll once more hear people calling to me. Who 
knows? Perhaps one day I’ll be happy again. Who 
knows?”

Simone de Beauvoir
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SCENE: It is late afternoon and the stage is dimly lit# A 

large information booth stands slightly right of center in an 

empty plaza. There are several bonchs around it. In the booth.! 

sits a man wearing a uniform similar to that of a museum guard.

He appears to be asleep, resting his head on his arm3. A young 

woman enters from the left wing. She hesitates, sees the infor

mation booth and approachs it timidly.

WOMAN: (hesitates and then speaks in a very quiet voice) "Excuse

me, sir ... (The man does not stir; she speaks again, this 

time slightly louder.) Excuse me, sir ... (He opens his eyes 

and stares at her hostilely.) Excuse me . . • but I seem to be 

lost."

MATT: (He yawns, obviously annoyed, and speaks in a practiced

y



ontologically, or practically?”

WOMAN: (confused) "Or practically what?"

MAN: (annoyed) "Practically lost."

WOMAN: "I’m not practically lost, I am lost."

MAN: "Exactly how are you lost? Theologically, metaphysically,

epistemologically, ontologically, or practically?"

WOMAN: (becoming upset) "I’m a^FAld I don’t understand you."

MAN: (peering at her) "Young lady, may I ask you a personal

question?"

WOMAN: (hesitant) "Well I don’t know ... how personal?"

MAN: "As personal as necessary."

WOMAN: "Necessary for what?"

MAN: "As personal as is necessary to assist you."

WOMAN: "In that case, I suppose so . . ."

MAN: "Good. (He pulls out a notebook and a pen.) • • • Now, to
- . ' ' - • ' p ' '' ■ M 1

be specific, do you actually knot'/ where you are?"

WOMAN: (with confidence) "Certainly. I’m here."

PLAN: (writing this down) "Very good. This shouldn’t be too

difficult, some of them don’t even-know that • • ."

WOMAN: "Some of who?"

MAN: (slightly Irritated) "If you don’t mind, I shall ask the

questions ... second question, do you know where you are going?"

WOMAN: (hesitant) "Actually no, I’m lost you see • • ."" " rl ™ ",r )
MAN: (writes this down) "Ahi"
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WOMAN: (confused by his replies and trying desperately to explain)

"I’ve just been wandering around, not knowing where to go, and 

then I saw your booth ... I thought ... I thought, perhaps, 

you could help me find the way ..."

MAH; (Putting down the notebook and pen, very paternal in atti

tude) "I shall certainly try to help'you my dear, (to himself)

Yes, I shall certainly try. (He comes out from the back of the 

booth, puts his arm around her shoulders, paternally, and guides 

her to a downstage bench where they both sit. He removes his 

arm and assumes the air of a confessor, looking straight ahead, 

while she looks directly at him.) "Tell me about it."

WOMAN: (very confused) "Tell you about what?"

MAN: (looking her in the eye for a moment, but then quickly

resuming the pose) "Everything, my dear, everything ... (a 

strange look comes over his face) every ... marvelous (a 

connotative emphasis on this word) ... detail, (resumes the 

pose) You must tell me everything, so that I can help you. I 

am here strictly to serve you. I cannot help you without history, 

your history. (He looks at her, sees that she is terrified, and 

attempts to make her feel at ease.) I’m on your side, my dear 

... You need not fear me."

WOMAN: "Well ... I don’t really know how to begin ... I 

started out on 13th Street, and I thought I knew how to get there 

... but then, then, all of a sudden I was lost ..."

MAN: (mechanically) "How sudden?"
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WOMAH: (confused by his replies and trying desperately to explain)

"I’ve just been wandering around, not knowing where to go, and 

then I saw your booth . . • I thought ... I thought, perhaps, 

you could help me find the way ..."

MAH: (Putting down the notebook and pen, very paternal in atti

tude) "I 3hall certainly try to help you my dear, (to himself)

Yes, I 3hall certainly try. (He comes out from the back of the 

booth, puts his arm around her shoulders, paternally, and guides 

her to a downstage bench where they both sit. He removes his 

arm and assumes the air of a confessor, looking straight ahead, 

while she looks directly at him.) "Tell me about it."

WOMAH: (very confused) "Tell you about what?"

MAH: (looking her in the eye for a moment, but then quickly

resuming the pose) "Everything, my dear, everything ... (a 

strange look comes over his face) every ... marvelous (a 

connotative emphasis on this word) ... detail, (resumes the 

pose) You must tell me everything, so that I can help you. I 

am here strictly to serve you. I cannot help you without history, 

your history. (He looks at her, sees that she is terrified, and 

attempts to make her feel at ease.) I’m on your side, my dear 

... You need not fear me."

VZOMAH: "Well ... I don’t really know how to begin ... I 

started out on 13th Street, and I thought I knew how to get there 

... but then, then, all of a sudden I was lost ..."

MAH: (mechanically) "How sudden?"



WOMAN: (confused) " • • . 

MAH: ’’That*s not possible 

Street and where?”

all of a sudden , .

• • • something happened, between 13th

worn: "Where?”

MAH: "Where are you attempting to go?"

WOMAN: "Fifth Avenue.”

MAH: "Ah! Another -one of tho Mandarins, we get quite a few of

them."
•“ ’ '• 11 '•’’a-S1' 7.

WOMAN: "What do you mean?"

MAH: "That’s where they all want to go,, my dear. (He looks at 

her for just a moment.) And most of them get lost on the way." 

WOMAN: "Is it that hard to find?"

MAH: "It’s not exactly hard to find ... but it is hard to get 

to, if you know what I mean."

WOMAN: "I’m afraid I don’t know what you mean."
|■■ ■ ■

MAH:- (paternally) "Ah, don’t trouble yourself over grammar, 

my dear, just tell me . . . tell me everything."

WOMAN: "What is it that you want to know."

MAH: "Well, for a starter, why do you want to go from 13th Street

to Fifth Avenue?"

WOMAN: "I have this job ..."

MAH: (amazed) "You have a job on Fifth Avenue?"

WOMAN: (hesitates, then explaining) "Well, ... I don’t exactly

have the job, I’m applying for a job."
MAH: (with comprehensive understanding) "Ah!"



WOMAN: (trying desperately to ejqslain) ”I*m going to this

interview, that is I was supposed to be there a half an hour 

ago, for the interview, and when I started out I wa3 sure that't 

I knew where I was going, but then I got lost on the way.”

MAN: "Yes • • • that’s what usually happens.”

WOMAN: "What usually happens?”

MAN: (irritated at her lack of comprehension) ’’They get lost

on the way, of course.”

WOMAN: "Isn’t there a subway around here someplace that goes 

uptown? ... If you could just tell me where it is • • •”

MAN: "No, I can’t do that.”

WOMAN: "Why not? ... (accusingly) Aren’t you supposed to give

out information?"

MAN: (taking a deep breath) "I can’t give out information that

I don’t have ... I can’t tell you where to find a subway that

isn’t."

WOMAN: "Isn‘t what ?”‘ ’’
MAN: (exasperated) "That isn’t there, of course."

WOMAN: "Well, then if you’d tell me where to find a telephone

WOMAN: (crying quietly) " Oh dear ... I don’tknow what I’m

going to do . . •"

MAN: (comforting) "Come now ... chin-up, tell me all about

it."



WOMAN: ’’There’s nothing more to tell ... I already told you 

what happened ...”

MAN: "No. You’ve only told me that you were lost; you haven’t

told me why ... I want to help you, but first I must have the 

history ... Do you understand?”

WOMAN: (still sobbing) "No, I don’t understand you ...”

MAN: (to himself) "Oh, I can see that this is going to be a 

difficult case after all ... (getting off the bench) I’m 

going to explain once more, now watch carefully. • • Here is 13th 

Street (demonstrating) and there (pointing) is Fifth Avenue . • •

You wanted to get from here (walking as he speaks) to there ...

However, (stopping) you got lost right about here ... now, how
-

did you get to 13th Street in the first place?"

WOMAN: (having become entranced as he spoke) "From 3rd Street I"

MAN: (walking back and finding the imaginary 3rd Street) "Ahi" 

WOMAN: "Yes! My family lived on 3rd Street, (pointing) There, 

where your hand is."

MAN: "Lived?”

WOMAN: "Well maybe they still do live there, I don’t know ...

(sadly) I haven’t been home in a long time ..."

MAN: (rubbing his hands together in apprehension) "Yes, go on!"

WOMAN: "I left home when I was fifteen."

MAN: (returns to the bench) "You didn’t get along with your

family?"

WOMAN: (reminiscing) "Oh no, you’re wrong there ... We got

along very well ... that was until ... (In the background two

4



ghost like figures appear, they are sexless, distant, distorted 

human figures. They perform a mime while the woman narrates the 

story. Her face and voice manifest the pain of her memories.) 

... Until I decided that I must leave home, if I was to get 

anywhere. I wjanted to make something of myself, and not just be 

a useless housewife like my mother. ... Mother cried, first she 

forbade me to go, then she begged me, pleaded ... but I, I 

was firm, ... I wouldn’t listen to her warnings ... (her 

voice is trembling) I slammed the door, and stood for a moment 

on the steps ... but I didn’t look back, I couldn’t bear to 

see her crying ... (The figures disappear, and the woman sits 

as if mesmerized, staring straight aheadj

Mi~ "And you never went back.?"

WOMAH: "I’Ve never been back."

MAH: (How his tone of voice is similar to that of a police in

spector during an interrogation.) "And then where?" ;

WOMAH: (still in a daze) "Where?"

MAH: (irritated) "What street?"

WOMAN: "Oh. Yes. Then I went to 8th Street."—
MAH:: (excited) "And exactly what happened there?"

WOMAH: (remembering, sadly) "That’s where I met him.”

MAH: (to himself) "Yes, there’s always at least one man."

WOMAH: (mime in the background) "He said he loved me and I • • • 

I thought I loved him ..."

MAH: (The miners freeze in position and hold it throughout the-
■

interruption. The man speaks with belligerence.) "What would
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your mother have thought about your having & lover?"

WOMAN: "She wouldn’t have understood, of course • * • She’s of 

a different generation you see . . . She only thinks bf cooking

and cleaning • • • Mother doesn’t understand life . •
• , ’• - ’ ■ . . ■

MAN: "Hah!"

WOMAN; (The mimers resume moving.) "For awhile I was happy, 

dr so I thought . . . but then this feeling, this awful feeling 

(She puts her hand over her face and cringes, feeling again the 

old pain.) gnawed inside of me, and I knex-x I couldn’t stay there 

... on 8th Street ... He said he needed me . . ."

MAN; (The mimers freeze.) "Didn’t you explain to him about the 

emanicipation?"

WOMAN: (not comprehending at all) "What?"

MAN: "The emanicipation of women ... no longer slaves and

all that, de Beauvoir freed them."

WOMAN: "I’m afraid I don’t understand you ... What I meant —

was that I wanted to be someone ..."

MAN: (cutting her off, annoyed) "You should at least be able to

preach what you practice ... (cheerfully) But never mind 

rhetoric, my dear, go on . . ."

WOMAN: (hesitates, but then proceeds thoughtfully, the mime con

tinues) "I wanted to stay, but I couldn’t, I couldn’t! ... 

(pleading with the man) You must understand, I couldn’t stay,

I had to go on." (The ghost figures disappear.)

MAN; (in a rage with excitement) "And then on 13th Street, what 

happened there? ... (shouting) Why are you running away from 

13th Street?"

i.
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WOMAN: (hori’ified, screaming) "No! No, I won’t tell!” (She 

breaks into hysterical tears.)

MAN: (violently) "Yes!”

WOMAN: (weeping as she speaks) "No, no . . . (The man chants

"yes” quietly, but firmly.) . . . the baby, the poor baby! (The 

ghost figures appear again.) He didn’t know ... (The mime 

depicts the ’’shady” procedure:-; of an illegal abortion operation.

The woman views the mime with horror, screaming as it comes to a 

climax.) NO! NO!”

MAN: (yelling with almost sadistic delight) "Yes! You did.

You did! On 13th Street you became a murderer!”

WOMAN: V.4.-Z (The ghost figures disappear. The woman is broken andr ' ■ ' " ' " ’ ? ”•.1’; .$ V. • • •
sits in a heap on the bench, quiotly crying.) ”What else could 

I do?” (She looks at the man, pleading for absolution.) A child 

would have been such a burden ... you must understand, I had 

to get to Fifth Avenue ..."

MAN: (sadly, almost tender) "And now you’re lost.”

WOMAN: (very softly and to herself) "Yes, I’m lost now ... 

(looking at the man, begging) Please won’,t you show me how to get 

there?"

MAN: "There is no wav to get from 3rd Street to Fifth Avenue • • • 

(to himself) It’s not humanly possible.”

WOMAN: "Help me, please help me I”
. . • i .

MAN: (He goeg. into the information booth and returns carrying a

pistol.) "There is only one way I can help you.”

Wi;I
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WOMAN: (terrified at the sight of the gun) "What are you going«
to do?"

MAH: (offering her the gun) "I’m not going to do anything ...

You must do it yourself."

WOMAN: (hesitantly accepts tile gun, although she is still horri

fied) "Ho, please no . . . I’ve got a whole future ahead of me • . ." 

MAH: (momentarily he laughs .insanely) "Future? Come now, you

never even had a beginning, so it’s ridiculous to talk about a 

future#1?

WOMAN: (pleading) "I’m still young. I’ve got tomorrow? and—"

MAH: (cuts her off) "Yesterday has killed tomorrow . . . You’re

stalling and wasting my valuable time. I’m a public servant, 

not your personal valet."

WOMAN: (beginning to give in) "But what if someone hears the

gunshot . . •?"

MAH: "Ho one’s listening, my dear. (The monotone quality of

his voice begins to have a hypnotic effect on the woman.) It’s 

only a single shot that will echo in the silence. Ho one will 

mourn and you will mourn no more."

WOMAN: (frantically) "He will! He’ll care!"
I

MAN: "Ho. He’s back on 8th Street making love to another woman.

His sorrow- was ephemeral, my dear, and everyman is an island unto 

himself . . • Pull the trigger, It only requires the slightest 

effort, (sees that she still hesitates) I assure you that my 

advice has a quality of permanence. Ho one, whom I have counseled.

• - •’
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has ever returned to complain. And, thus, I can only assume that 

their questions were answered satisfactorily#”

WOMAN: ’’But there’s still hope—there must be hope ... To- 

morrow--”

MAN: ’’Hope is a myth of the living, reality is in dying ...

Now you must pull the trigger,, it’s the only way.. (He guides 

her hand to direct the gun to her temple; she lethargically does 

not resist.) It will only take a single second ... (The woman 

is in a hypnotic type stupor; she cocks the gun and he withdraws 

his hand. The stage lights blackout and there is the sound of 

a single pistol shot fired at close range,and then the thump of 

a crumpled body falling to the ground.) You won’t be lost now, 

your journey has ended. The plight Is over. (He stands over the 

body and chants mechanically.) The time has come,-the Walru3 

said, to talk of many things:of shoes—and ships—and sealing- 

-.was—of cabbages—and kings—and why the sea is boiling hot—and 

whether pigs have wings. 0 Oysters, said the Carpenter, you’ve 

had a pleasant run! (The man slowly drags the body off stage and 

his voice begins to trail off.) Shall we be trotting home again? 

But answer came there none—and this was scarcely odd, because 

they’d eaten every one.”

CURTAIN.





"It’s all a poor substitute at best," he said sadly. 
And he could not tell why the struggle was worth while,

why he had determined to use to the utmost himself and his 
heritage from the personalities he had passed • * . .

He stretched out his arms to the crystailine, radiant
sky,

"I know myself," he cried, "but that is all,"

f . -4.
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SCENEx.isThe play is set in a waiting room in a semi-deserted bus 

terminal late at night. Down the center of the stage are two 

rows of benchs, back to back, facing the respective wings. The 

two sides are lined with coin operated lockers. The room is con

structed of gray cement and it is dimly lit by bare light bulbs 

on the can jng over the benchs. There is a man, about forty, 

dressed in a gray suit, sitting down stage, facing the left wing. 

He has a battered suitcase on the floor next to him, and on the 

bench, beside him, there is an opened fifth of whiskey. He is 

reading a newspaper and holding a glass of whiskey in one hand. 

Shortly aft^r the curtain opens a woman, about twenty-five, care

less of her appearence, dressed in a shabby suit, enters

through the center door on the back wall. She hesitates, looks 

around, and then slowly walks down stage and sits on the bench, ■ s, •••.-; .. -J .

t
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She carries a purse and a large, 

She sets her: suitcase on the floor 

pours a drink. She swallows half 

then she turns and reads, with

mwis:

first, 

speaks.)

facing the right stage wall, 

likewise battered, suitcase, 

and then opens the bottle and 

of it without any expression,

obvious disinterest, the newspaper over the man’s shoulder. He 

gives no sign of being aware of her presence.

(mumbles to herself) ”Podunk Times. Monday, August 

(She turns back around on the bench, faces the wall and 

It will give you an ulcer. (Tom does not reply, but

remains engrossed in his paper. Winnie continues nonetheless.) 

Such concentration is either a mark of genius idiocy.”

TOM: (He turns around and notices her for .the first time. He

is visibly annoyed by the interruption.) "I beg your pardon ... 

(He scrutinizes her with a cold glance.) Did you 3ay something 

to me?” ■

WDiMIS: (She pours herself another drink, looks at him for a

moment and then turns back, facing the wall.) "Yes. First I 

said that you would get ulcers from reading the newspaper, that 

Is if you take it seriously—although I didn’t say that the first 

time, (turns around and looks at him) the talcing it seriously 

part ... (turns back around) and then I said that such concen

tration is either a mark of genius or idiocy. (She turns around 

completely, kneeling on the-bench and resting her elbows on the 

back of it. She peers at him.) I haven’t decided yet which it 

Is In your particular case.”

TOM: (He moves away slightly, to avoid her breath on his face.

He speaks after some hesitation.) ”1 take It you don’t read news-

4 ft »



WINNIE: (She turns back around and looks into her drink as she 

speaks.) "Oh, I can take them or leave then. (She finishs off 

the remaining half of the drink. Tom is now watching her intently, 

he opens his mouth to speak, makes a nervous noise in his throat, 

but stops abrutly. Winnie pours herself another drink. Then she 

turns partialy around and looks at him blankly.) What did you 

say?'* i .

TOM: (with uncertainty) “Well, I was going to say that one

can’t rely on the accuracy of any of the communications media, 

but one can only trust is one is to learn the news.”

WINNIE: (curtly) "Does this ’one’ business include bb ?'(She puts

her glass down on the bench and stands up, stretchs, standing on 

tip-toes and reaches as high as she can into the air.)

TOM: (confused both by comments and, now, by her actions) "Well,

... yes, I gues3 it does." • /

WINNIE: (She turns and faces down stage. Then she spreads her

feet out, placing them about two feet apart, holds out her arms 

and proceeds to do a toe touching exercise.) "In that case I dis

agree with you."

TOM: (He 13 somewhat indignant. He follows her movement, .as he

speaks, with his head.) "And may I ask why?"

WINNIE: (still exercising, and panting slightly as 3he speeds up

her movement ... The movement of Tom’s head increases in pro- 

portion.) "Certainly. First of all, I don’t trust anyone, and, 

secondly, I question the value of learning the news, as you call

-t U • • • ) .
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TOM; "What do you call it? (in exasperation) What in the world 

are you doing?”

WINNIE: "Irrelevant gossip# I’m exercising."

TOM: "Why?"

WINNIE: "Because it’s stupid."

TOM: "Then why are you doing It?"

WINNIE: (She is moving very fast now, and becoming increasingly

short of breath.) "Doing what?"

TOM: "Exercising!"

WINNIE: (stops now, panting ... She rests her hands on her

hips and throws her head back.) "To prevent gangrene."

TOM: "Beg pardon?"

WINNIE: (returning to her bench) "Oh, never mind. (She takes a 

long drink from her glass.) I wish I had some ice. Have you a 

cigarette?"

TOM: (He fumbles at his breast pocket.) "Certainly. (He extends

the pack towards her.) Help yourself." (He lights it and she 

mumbles "thanks" between puffs of smoke. Tom pours himself another 

drink and returns to his paper. Winnie sits on the bench and 

stretchs her legs out In front of her, holds the cigarette in one 

hand the drink in the other. She stares at the wall and altern- 

ates between drinking and smoking.)

WINNIE: (still staring at the wall) "Well, what: do you think

of it?"

TQM: (annoyed) "Think of what?"

WINNIE: "The news!"
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TOM: (exasperated) "Oh really! Why do you insist on badgering

me? I enjoy reading the newspaper, if you can’t accept that, at 

least you can remain silent about it."

WINNIE: (mumbles) "Sorry ..."

TOM: (He turns his head and looks at her, sorry now that he lost

his temper.) "Come now ... don’t be upset . . • Have a drink, . 

on me. (She looks at him and then nods, holding out her glass.

He fills it from his bottle.) Where are you going, if I might 

ask?"

WINNIE: (She takes a sip, sizing up the quality of the liquor,

approves it with a gesture and then takes a gulp.) "Alexandria.11 

TOM: "Well, what do you know? That’s where I’m going too!"

WINNIE: (dully) "Small world."

TOM: (not listening) "Do you know when the bus is coming? (He

looks at his watch impatiently.) I’ve been waiting here an hour 
ii . •♦ • •

WINNIE: (She looks at him with amazement and then laughs sharply.)

"Big deal! I suppose you expect a medal for endurance beyond the 

call of duty. Well, I’ve been waiting for years, (sees that he 

is very confused) It’s not on the regular run, it’s a special, 

chartered, you know?"

TOK: "You’ve been waiting for years? ... Shouldn’t you aay some

thing to the ticketman?" <
. ’ ... i ' 1

WINNIE: (She laughs.) "I haven’t been sitting in the terminal all

that time, I wait for the bus periodically ... I got lonely 

I come down here. I like the atmosphere^—it’s depressing. ti
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TOM: (not understanding at all, mutters) "I see."

(At this point the Antman enters noisily through the door. He

storms in carrying a huge insect extermination spray can.)

ANTMAN: "Where is that little black bastard?”

WINNIE: (shocked) "Please 1 Remember the Civil Rights Bill." 
TOGETHER

TOM: (confused) "But sir, thci’e haven’t been any Negros in here.”

ANTMAN: (bewildered) "The ant. Where Is he?”

TOM: (still not quite; comprehending) "I haven’t seen any ants

and I’ve been waiting here an hour. (looks at his watch) Going 

on an hour and a half ... Was one expecting you?”

ANTMAN: (searching the room wildly, holding the can ready to spray

at any moment) "I hope not ... I try to take them by surprise." 

WINNIE: (pours herself another drink, swallows, then speaks,

teasing) "He went that away.” (points)

ANTMAN: (Frantic, he rushs to the spot she has indicated.) "Where?

I don’t see him! Where?"

WINNIE: (bored) "He made a rather hasty exit, must have heard

you coming ...”

ANTMAN: (In despair, sadly) "Dam ... (He sinks onto the up

stage end of Winnie’s bench. He holds the can in his lap and 

sighs forlornly.) I’ll lose- my job for certain now ..."

TOM: (He goes over to the Antman and gives him a comforting pat

on the shoulder.) "There, there ... perhaps if we all helped 

look, we could find him • . ."

ANTMAN: "would you?"

TOM: "Certainly. (Iook3 questioningly at Winnie) Miss?"

- f. ’ .
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WINNIE:

ANTMAN:

"Look for an ant, you’ve got to be kidding*”

(imploring) "Please lady, I’ve got a wife and kids, I 

can’t lose this job

WINNIE: (sighs) “Oh well • • . (gets up) Where do we start?”

TOM: (happy to helping, speaks to Winnie) “You take that side

and we’ll look over here*”

WINNIE: ”How come I have to take the whole side by myself? (She

sits back down stubbornly.) I won’t do it."

TOM: "Please? (points at the Antman) His wife and kids * . •"

WINNIE: (resigned) "Oh, all right • • • it’s pretty stupid though, 

if you $sk me. (All three of them crawl around on their hands and 

knees with their noses almost touching the floor. They search 

underneath the benches and lockers. After a few moments Winnie 

screams with delight.) Here he is! Here he is! Quick, come 

quickly!" (The Antman and Tom rush over and the Antman sprays 

the spot she has indicated.) I
ANTMAN: "Oh thank you. Thank you. (He takes tweezers and a hand

kerchief out of his pocket and picks up the ant with the tweezers 

and carefully folds it up in the handkerchief. Tom and Winnie look 

at him questioningly.) Proof. I have to take all the bodies back 

to the office. Thanks a lot for helping." (He exits.)

TOM: "Well, I’m glad he got the little black bastard."

WINNIE: (returns to her bench) "I think it was cruel."

TOM: (sits next to her) "But It was only an ant ... and don’t

forget his wife and kids."

WINNIE: (shrugs her shoulders) "I guess you’re right. What’s

your name anyway?"

Z R~* ~
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TOM: "Xavier, but most people call me Tom."

WINNIE: (not impressed) "Oh,. My name’s' Winnie. (looks at him)

Winifred the thrid. I’m suffering from a broken heart. The doc

tors say it’s incurable, (poetically) All the Icing’s horses 

and all the king’s men can’t put it together again. (Momentarily, 

she is unconscious of Tom.) He liked me so I told myself that 

I loved him, and for awhile I believed it . . ."

TOM: (embarrassed) "Oh."

WINNIE: (aware of his presence again, lightly) "It’s all over

now , • • kaputt! • . . so I return to the quotidian existence and 

try to remember what it was like to love it, or, at least, to accept 

It . . . (eyeing Tom) You must think I’m crazy."

TOM: (with uncertainty) "No ..."

WINNIE: (laughing) "Oh, it’s all right, so did he."

TOM: (shifting his position with.discomfort) "Oh, I guess ...

you were, ah . . ."

WINNIE: "Lovers."

TOM: "I didn’t mean to . . . that is, I didn’t intend ..."

WINNIE: "It’s okay. (She pats his arm with an ironic ^maternal

gesture.) He wa3 quite a prestige piece ... (sadly) Only I 

couldn’t tell anyone about him, ho was already married you see, so 

I was the only one who was impressed ... (to herself) Perhaps 

depressed is a better word ..."

TOM: "I see." ’

WINNIE: (suddenly angry) "No you don’t see! How the hell could 

you possibly see? That’s what kills me, everyone pretends they 

understand, but they don’t understand a goddamn thing. I hate this
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goddamn, condescending, sympathetic generation • • • (fondly)• *
Except the poets, I love the poets . . ."

TOM: (attempting to change the subject) "Do you write poetry?”

WINNIE: (pours a drink, sarcastically) "No. I write dirges.”

TOM: (taking her remark seriously) "Oh, for what church?”

WINNIE: (looks at him with a very critical glance) "Brother,

you are an ass!"

TOM: (taken back) "Beg pardon?"

WINNIE: (with disgust) “I said that you’re an ass. Why don’t 

you go back to your stupid newspaper and leave life to the poets?" 

TOM: "I’m afraid that I don’t understand you ...”

WINNIE: (drinks, mimics) "I’m afraid I don’t understand you • • .

You couldn’t understand anything that isn’t answerable by ’Dear 

Abby.’" y *
TOM: (insulted) "Oh, I say now, I’ll have you know that I’m a 

certified economic analyst."

WINNIE: (with feigned amazement) "Yeah! What’s six times six?" 

TOM: (automatically) "Thirty-six."

WINNIE: "Jesus!"

TOM: "I assure you that that is the correct answer."

WINNIE: "Who the hell cares?"

TOM: "Well you asked!"

WINNIE: "I was being polite ... trying to draw you into the

conversation and all that crap."

TOM: (He goes back to his bench and pours himself a drink, takes

a big, noisy swallow, turns and looks at her.) "Young lady ... 

Winnie, if I may, I think that you have a very definite chip on 

your shoulder." (He finish3 the drink.)
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WINNIE: (mimicing) "Chip on your .shoulder • • . Jesus H. Christ!

It’s more like a goddamn cement block, (pours herself a drink, 

almost yelling) Would you like to know how it got there? (gulps 

doxm the drink in one long swallow, stares at him hostilely,) Hell 

no, you don’t want to hear anything that you can’t check the an

swer for in the back of some tenth grade algebra book.”

TOM; (hurt) "I think, perhaps, that you misunderstand me • •

(He slumps, facing the wall, looking totally dejected.)

WINNIE: (Softened, she walks around the bench slowly and stops

in front of him, stares, but with compassion. She apologizes, 

after a fashion.) "I shouldn’t blame you, like that, like I did,
X • 'S'. ■

I know that but, ... but, you see, I have this habit of blaming 

other people for my own failings. . • (almost whispering and 

speaking mostly to herself) It’s easier that way ...”

TOM: (looks at her, forgiving) "You needn’t explain, we all

do that ... (looking pensively at his feet) What I mean is 

that I do it too ..."

WINNIE: (sits on the floor at his feet) "You do?"
I • '

TOM: (quietly) "Yes. Yes, I do . . . (He looks down at her*• .
and she smiles for the first time, it reassures him.) I don’t

*• «' ■ * z
like to adplfc. it, even to myself, but, frankly I’m here now on 

account of my‘ own plundering ... you’re (looks at her shyly) 

the first person I’ve ever told ... (self-conscious laugh) 

that is, confessed to."

WINNIE: (no longer belligerent^; "I think ... I think, maybe,

we’re two of a kind." < -

TOM: (studying her, speaks after a long pause) “Yes, perhaps we

r
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ajeh • . • perhaps wo are at that.”

WINNIE: (dreamily, leaning back against the bench) "Do you know

what was odd?”

TOM; (caught in her trance) "No, what?”

WINNIE: "I really loved him. That was odd ... you know, I’ve 

never loved anyone and I did love him, honestly, (laughs) in an 

adulterous way I honestly loved him ... unselfishly. I call 

that honest ... (imploring) Do you think it’s honest to be de

ceitful?”

TOM: (considering) “So long as you don’t deceive yourself, then 

yes, I do think so.”

WINNIE: (sits up, sighs) "Well that’s relieving, at least I

was an honest LiTiar • . . (looks at Tom) In your eyes anyhow."

TOM: (He walks around to her bench, get her glass, fills it from

his bottle, hands it to her, then fills his own glass.) “Did he 

leave you?"

WINNIE: "No ... I left him ... (She dhtohes Tom’s dubious 

glance.) It’s true, cross ray heart and hope to die ... I 

left him. I did. Honest!"

TOM: (sits down) "All right. I believe you."

WINNIE: "No, you don’t . . .Anyway, I didn’t really, only sort

of I did . . ."

TOM: (amused) "Sort of?"

WINNIE: "Well, I didn’t exactly fly out in a rage of passion • • • 

Actually I agreed to leave, quite compatibly . . • after he threat

ened to kick me out."

»
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TOM: (muttering) '’Bastard.”1 "" ’ r 1 «
WINNIE: (defending herself) "No! Hot really, I don’t do that

sort of thing everyday. He was my first ... married one, that 

is."

TOM: (tenderly)

bastard."

"Hot you. B'ira. He sounds like a first class

WINNIE: "Oh no. No, he wasn’t. I know it sounds like he was, 

but that’s because . . . because, I’m still, (groping for word^

. . . I’m still bitter."

TOM: "You should be,"

WINNIE: (stands up and begins to exercise) "Oh dear. I can see

that I’ve given you a whole wrong impression. (She speeds up her 

exercises.) He was wonderful really. Very kind at heart, just 

not practical."

TQM: (pondering, to himself) "The modern tragic flaw."

WINNIE: (still exercising) "Yes, that’s one way of putting it

... (Completely out of breath, she stops, rests with her hands 

on her hips and head thrown back.) A very good way of putting 

it as a matter of fact."

TOM: (out of the blue) "Winnie, have you ever thought of getting

married ... I mean, have you ever really thought about settling . 

down?"

WINNIE: (She returns to her bench, sits with her legs sprawled 

out in front of her. She faces the wall.) "Oh God, the smell 

of an iron makes me want to barf ... No, I’m not the stable type

• • (pondering) So I gues3 I deserve the knocks I get."



TOM: (Ho turns around on his bench and speaks to her with sin

cerity* ) "What really happened? (Winnie opens her mouth to 

protest but he continues,- interrupting her.) No, I don’t want 

another one of your off the cuff explanations. X don’t believe 

that you’re as hard as you pretend to be • . . What really hap

pened, Winnie? What’s the truth?”

WINNIB: (She gets up, not looking at him and paces slowly. ) "What 

really happened? I’m not sure, exactly ... (looks at him, smiles) 

I didn’t take notes ... Besides, that’s not a very fair ques

tion to ask somebody who’s trying to forget ...”

TOM: "I guess you’re right • . • Don’t answer. You can stand

on the fifth amendment.”

WINNIE: (spontaneously) "But I want to tell you ... (quietly)

That is, I want to tell someone ... (She picks up her bottle, 

looks at It and sadly finds it empty.) Do you think I could have 

just a little drop of your whiskey?"

TOM: (He goes over to her with bottle in hand.) "Certainly.

(fills her glass) All you want."

WINNIE: "Thanks. (She sits on her bench and motions for Tom to

sit down next to her. She proceeds to reminisce without being 

physically award of Tom’s presence. In a sense, she is; talking 

to herself.) It was strange how it happened, fated maybe ... 

Karma, I don’t know ... I had known him for a long time, but 

never really considered him, If you know wheat I mean ... His 

name was Peter, I love that name, like Saint Peter, (laughs) only 

not quite ... He called once, I wa3 surprised, but naively, I
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never thought about what it v/ould lead to . . . I suppose I can 

spare you all the details of romantic intrigue, (over dramatically) 

but it began as a blissful passion ... only, (a look of horror 

comes over her face and she begins to cry very softly) only, one 

morning I got out of his bed, their bed . . • his wife wasn’t 

there you see, and I began to look for my shoes, I was down on 

my knees, looking on the floor, and I reached under the bed and 

pulled out a black shoe ... (She is on the verge of hysteria.)

I though it was mine and so I put it on . . . but, oh God! It 

didn’t fit! It didn’t fit! (She looks at Tom, pleading.) It 

was her shoe and it didn’t fit me! (She crys hysterically now 

and Tom attempts to comfort her.) Jesus! Can you imagine how I 

felt? ... There I was trying to step into her shoes ... (She 

breaks down, sobbing and mutters in total despair.) Only they 

didn’t fit ... (Winnie is crying and Tom,<somewhat uncomfort

able and embarrassed, tries to offer 3ome solace. He puts his 

arm around her and draws her to him in a confused, uncertain ges

ture. Winnie crys on his shoulder and he mutters ’There, there,* 

for lack of anything else to say. Winnie speaks between sobs.)

You know, it’s kind of funny, but it makes me sad when I. think 

back on my childhood, it’s like . . . like looking through a high 

school yearbook ten years later, you see a smiling face and can’t 

believe that it was really you ... or like going through an old 

chest and finding some asinine plaque for achievement in French, 

or something, from the local rotary club ... But it must be worth 

something, to have had that feeling of life inside of you ... 

people die for it . . .”
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• TOM: (quietly, patting her shoulder) “I know Winnie, I know.”
1 '•

WINNIE: (almost oblivious to him) "It makes you wonder how you 

stayed on the track, (sarcastically) the right track, for so long 

in the first place ... life’s so stupid, pointless from its very 

inception ...”

TOM: (fully understanding her at last) "It usually.takes twenty

or thirty years to realize that, what you said—life being so 

stupid ... only ... only usually, by that time, you’ve con

formed to a pattern that’s more difficult to destroy than life it

self."

WINNIE: (She has stopped crying. She looks directly at Tom.) "And 

so . . • ?"

TOM: (He stands up and speaks more in the form of a solilo.xjuy

than that of conversation.) "And so which is the easiest? ... 

Dropping out, suicide, if you will, is at least a concrete sol

ution, but living, once you’ve reached the stage of knowing life’s 

absurdity Is a gamble I . • it’s a vicious game of Russian rou

lette for yourself and everyone you touch ... (pondering) The 

mask the actor, wears soon becomes his face ..."

WINNIE: (sincerely impressed) "That’s quite good,. Did you think

it up?"

TOM: (somewhat sadly) "No, Socrates did ... but you can easily

carry It futher, soon the actor isn’t content with the mask de

ll; picting just his own face. He instinctively wants It to be every

one else’s face too ... and so . . . and so suicide is really 

a much more charitable answer."

’.i . ■ ■
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WINNIE: "A sacrificial offering to .the Lord of the Absurd • • •

(laughs) Too bad Noah’s ark didn’t sink ...”

(There is a momentary silence find then the upstage door flings

open and the Antman comes rushing into the room.)

ANTMAN: (He Is frantic, sees Tom and Winnie, studies them for a

moment and then recogizes them,,) "They didn’t believe it."

TOM; "Who didn’t?"
TOGETHER

WINNIE: "Believe what?"

ANTMAN: (searching the room with his spray can ever ready) "The 

ant. Didn’t accept the evidence."

WINNIE: (totally confused) "The ant didn’t accept the evidence?"

ANTMAN; "The pest control board insists on more ants ... (vainly 

searching'the room) They said they’d fire me if I didn’t find more." 

WINNIE; (dumbfounded) "They should be thankful that the place 

isn’t Infested with ants ..."

TOM: (confused but being practical) "Surely the health board

will come to your defense . . .?"

ANTMAN: (firmly) "No. We’ve got to find more ants."

TOM: "But where? There aren’t any • • • Just tell them that— 

fortunately there aren’t any ants."

ANTMAN; "But there’s got., to be. Whoever heard of a bus terminal

without ants? (as if pleading his case before a jury) I’m an 
ants

antman. If there aren’tAI’m out of a job ... My wife and kids 

will go hungry. There’s got to be ants. Don’t you see? There’s 

got to bo ants or else my family starves!"
TOM: "Well, we’ll certainly help you look, but I think it’s fruit

less."
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ANTMAN; (enlightened) "Fruitless! That’s it." 
WINNIE: (lost) "What’s It?"

ANTMAN: "Fruit I"

WINNIE:
TOGETHER "Fruit?"

TOM:

ANTMAN: "In the lockers. (Ho moves to the stage right lockers.)

Fruit in the lockers, (sees that they are still confused) People 

leave food In the lockers, and it attracts ants. It’s my only 

hope. (He begins to check inside of the lockers.) You two take 

that side • (The three of them now proceed to look through 

the lockers. They pull on the door handles, finding most of them 

open and a few locked. After a few moments of searching the Ant

man shrieks with delight.) Scores of them! Scores of them! (He 

lavishly sprays the inside of the locker. Tom goes over to help 

him, but Winnie is occupied across the stage. She has found an 

open locker with a large, old suitcase in it. She slowly pull3 

it out of the locker and sets it on the floor. She studies It 

pensively.) An old candy bar, that’s what did it. (The Antman 

explains, as a professional, to Tom, the layman.) Ants are 

attracted -to sweets you see. Someone carelessly left this candy 

bar in the locker, and, as a result, thank God for me, scores 

of ants have come, attempting to dissemble it and slowly carry it 

back, grain by grain, to their little nest. (He proceeds to reach 

into the locker and pick up the ants with his tweezers and put them 

in a handkerchief.) Actually It’s kind of sad . • • sort of a 

pogrom, but it’3 my job, (defensively) I’ve got to think of my 

wife and kids." (He lias finished and is about to close the locker.)
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TOM: (reachs in, gets the candy bap and hands it to the Antman)

"Proof.”

ANTMAN: (takes it) ”0h, yeah. Almost forgot. Thanks, (closes

the locker and goes to the door) You people have been real helpful 

, . . if there’s ever anything I can do for you, just call the 

pest control board." (He leaves.)

TOM: (Watching the door close, speaks to himself) "Always glad

to help carry out a pogrom.11

WINNIE: (walking around the suitcase, studying it) "Come over

here. Look what I’ve found, there isn’t any Identification on 

it.”

TOM: (He goes over to her, studies the suitcase and then tries

thelocks.) "HeyI It Isn’t locked." (He opens it and they both 

squat on the floor, going through the contents.)

WINNIE:- (as she pulls out various things) "We really shouldn’t 

be doing thi3 ... (Stands up holding a clown’s suit in front 

of her.) A clown’s suit, a real clovzn’s suit!"

TOM: "Here’s another one ... (tosses it out onto the floor

and continues to rumage through the suitcase) Wigs, and grease 

paint ..."

WINNIE: (joining him) "Everything a clown needs ... (Tom«*
and Winnie look at each other, questioningly.) Should we • ..?" 

TOM: (He starts to put on a clown suit over his clothes.) "Sure

... for a lark."

WINNIE: (still looking through the suitcase) "Oh! Tom, look what

else I’ve found. (She holds up a full fifth of whiskey.) It’s 

full, it’s full, Tom!"
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TOM: (He is wearing the clown suit now, and puts on a red yam

wig.) "Gome on Winnie, get dressed. We go on in five minutes." 

WINNIB: (quickly putting on the other 3Uit) "We’ll pretend to

be happy, we’ll laugh and sing and ... (looks gleefully at the 

bottle) and drink a whole fifth of whiskey ... (holds the bottle 

up) It’s a good brand too, look at that, (points to the label) 

one of the best."

TOM: (He helps her put on a yellow yam wig and takes the box of 

grease paint out of the suitcase.) "You paint my face and I’ll 

do yours ... (Sloppily, but gaily, they paint happy, smiling 

faces on each other. Since there isn’t a mirror they stare at 

each other instead, making faces and laughing.)

WINNIB: (She digs through the suitcase, throwing out clown shoes,

hats, etc.) "We need accessories. Accessories make the outfit. 

(She picks up an oversized clown shoe from the floor, studies it, 

sullenly for a moment and then, suddenly, her face radiates with 

delight.) TomI (She holds up the shoe in front of him and slowly 

he comprehends her meaning. Together they mime, burlesque after 

a fashion, the tragic incident Winnie described previously—’Winnie 

getting out of an over-sized double bed, searching under it for 

a shoe, finding It, putting it on, and the horrifying realization 

that It doesn’t fit. Meanwhile, Tom looks on, sinisterly playing 

the part of the rogue. They perform with straight faces and then 

burst out laughing at the conclusion.)

TOM: (Stands up, offers a hand to help Winnie up. Ho speaks

with feigned gallantry.) "May I see the lady home?"

WINNIB: (imitating the manner of a grand dame) "Certainly. Fetch
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a taxi. (Together they laugh and start towards the door. Winnie 

stops suddenly. ) The whiskey! "

TOM: (He retrivos the full bottle from the floor and returns to

Winnie, offering his arm in courtier style.) "Where is the lady 

going, if I might be so bold?"

WINNIE: "Euphoria."

TOM: "‘.’/hat a coincidence. So am I. (He holds the door for

her.) After you, my dear." (They exit.)

Blackout,





'Mild things leave skins behind them, they leave clean 
skins and teeth and white bones behind them, and these 
are tokens passed from one to another, so that the fug
itive kind can always follow their kind, ..."

Tennessee Williams
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SCENE: The scene Is the parlor of a New England home. There 

are two doors, one on each side. The left door opens to a 

hallway that connects the upstairs and the downstairs apart

ments. The right door leads to the dining room. There are 

a couple of short sofas, loaded down with throw pillows and with
J

coffee tables in front of them, several easy chairs, book shelves 

and a gaudy rug. There Is a window slightly right of center and 

a rocking chair next to it in which Anna sits. Newspapers are 

spread out across the rug and piled up on various hassocks. There 

are many lamps in the room, but no overhead light; the lamp 

shades are gaudy, ragged, old and faded. The walls of the room 

are shrouded in photographs, mostly of boys through their teens, 
but occasionally there is one of a pretty, young girl. Also,
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there are several, not particularly good, paintings, adding

to the clutter on the long ago papered walls. There is a

scrabble board and game pieces on a coffee table; throughout the 

course of the play Freddy absent mindedly plays with the pieces.

"When the stage lights come on the grandmother, Anna, granddau

ghter, Marion and the granddaughter’s husband, Freddy, are seated, 

Marion sits next to her husband on one of the sofas. Both are 

still dressed in traveling clothes and their suitcases rest near 

the door.

MARION: ’’It’s good to be back at the old homefront, one grows 

so weary of excitment . • • Tell me, what was it like when you 

were young, here In Lawrence I mean. Robert Frost was from 

Lawrence •11

ANNA: (not so naive as her granddaughter assumes) “It was the 

same, only then everyone was employed by the mill instead of 

the Bureau of Internal Revenue. They just built it here recently, 

part of the program to put Lawrence on its feet again.”

MARION: “Oh, I didn’t know, well isn’t that nice. I like to

see everyone working, it keeps them off of welfare ... (to husband)

Don’t you think that’s nice dear?"

FREDDY: “Well, of course, it all depends on hoxf you look at it.

It’s nice, I suppose, for those who are working, but a mill town 

Is much more poetic than an Internal Revenue toxm."

ANNA: (New England practicality) "Poetic I Well, call it what

you like, but at least there’s work again."

MARION: (In an attempt to be congenial) "Ho-ho • . . Well Granny,

you knoxr us college students, utility has nothing to do with life."
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ANNA; "Nothing to do with life—Mary in heaven, pray for us I' You 

young people don’t know what it’s like like to be cold and hungry.

You go off to those universities and cost your fathers a fortune, 

claiming to be learning everything, except, if you ask me, the 

practicalities of life and of earning a living ... I remember 

how Paddy slaved to keep your mother and the boys in warm clothes 

and fed. ..."

FREDDY: (with unbearable know-it-allness) "Yes, I certainly can

see what you mean, but you must consider my thesis in a similar 

light, which i3, in short, that the poetic value of a town stands

high above any petty squabble over funds for an abstract livelihood 

which could be gained more poetically through pimping, if necessary, 

than through an-onerous employment with the federal govemement • • •“ 

ANNA: "Glory be to God! (repeating in disbief) Through pimping

... Is this what your father pays for—they call It an education 

and give you some degree for it?"

FREDDY: "Oh, I dare say that I beg to differ with you on the

clause of financial dependence, my father does not— (He is 

interrupted by an icy stare from his wife.)

MARION: "It really doesn't matter how the town runs, as long as

it runs ..."

ANNA: (unplacated) "Doesn’t matter how it runs? (She makes

the sign of the cross.) Jesus have mercy! What is it that they 

teach you? Oh course it matters how it runs ... That’s the trouble 

with the youth of today, they don’t know what it is to have to earn 

a living. (She gives a harsh glance to the granddaughter’s husband.)

A decent living."
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FREDDY: (totally unaware) ’’Poetically speaking any living is«
decent , . , (He is once again cut short by a stare from Marion*) 

MARIOH: ’’Lawrence is a lovely town • • . I’ve always loved the 

Merrimack ...”

AHHA: ”1 don’t see how could possibly remember the Merrimack. The

last time you were here you were only seven years old ... my, 

but that seems long ago. You and your brother were here together. 

You were such good children ... (rocking in her chair) You 

used to play together for hours without ever quarreling ... Your 

mother was like that, a good child, quiet. She and Ronnie would 

play In the backyard, and, even though he was always fighting with 

the others, he never quarreled with her. They were all so fond 

of her, all the boys. But Ronnie was her best friend ... I 

laugh when I remember how he used to say ’Amy, when I grow up, will 

you marry me?’ Of course, when he did grow up he soon forgot about 

marrying her. But even then, In college, he’d come to Amy to 

straighten out any problems ... (looking directly at the grand

daughter) Yes, you look just like her ... (forlornly) How if 

only Ronnie world come home . . . ”

MARIOH: (She can’t think of anything else to say, but that doesn’t

bother Anna because she isn’t listening.) ’Well, that was a long 

time ago."

AHHA: "It’s too bad that you never met Ronnie, (with determination)

but you will sometime soon.”

MARIOH: • "Grandmother, I don!t think ..."

FREDDY: (interrupting) "Who’s Amy?"

MARIOH: "My mother!"
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FREDDY: "Oh, you mean Mom. (Studies his wife’s face critically.)

Well, possibly, but then I never really thought ..." (At this 

point Pat, the upstairs tenant, bangs on the door and enters 

without waiting for a reply.)

PAT: (to Anna, who is still in a trance of sorts) "Anna, do

you have enough money to pay for this new paint job?"

ANITA: (slowly coming back to reality) "Pat . . . what? ...

What in God’s name do you want at this hour? I’m sure the heat’s 

working. (She puts her hand over the radiator.) I can feel it 

coming through."

PAT: (oblivious to her questions) "I ask you, Anna, do you

have enough money to pay for this new paint job? Because, if 

you haven’t and the Lord Himself will testify that the house 

needs it, it hasn’t been painted since Ronnie ... Well, anyway,

Mr. McGowly at the bank promised me, as a personal favor, that he 

would loan you the money . . .So, now Anna, just whistle if you 

need any help. Mr. McGowly said that he’d be only too glad to 

help Paddy’s widow—we’re on your side Anna, I promise you that 

I’ll find the best and the cheapest house painter in Lawrence • • • 

just say the word and Mr. McGowly and I are ready to go. Spare 

yourself all anxiety and depend on me and--"

ANNA: (completely overwhelmed) "Mr. McGowly. Lord above I

Are you out of your mind?"

PAT: "Don’t worry Anna, we’ll take care of everything . . ."

ANNA: (beginning to comprehend) "Pat, I can take care of it

myself."
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FREDDY: (to wife above the conversation of Anna and Pat, refer

ing to the scrabble game that he has been toying with throughout) 

"What’s this for?”

MARION: "Oh, Grandmother and Pat play It for hours sometimes

. . . to pass the time away."

PAT: (loudly) "Money is no object."

ANNA: "I’ve got plenty of money ... at any rate enough to

paint this old house . • ."

PAT: "I only want the best for old Paddy’s widow."

ANNA.: "I don’t need any loan, from Mr. McGowly or anyone else.

Do you understand that? I don’t want a loan."

PAT: "Don’t be bashful Anna. Three thousand will take care

of everything, and don’t worry, there'll be plenty of time to 

pay it back."

ANNA t "Glory be to God I I won’t live that long. I don't need 

a loan, and I don’t want one, and would you please, would you 

kindly, mind your own business in the future? This i3 my house, 

Patrick Leary, and I don’t need or want your help in taking care 

of it."

PAT: "You’re being stubborn Anna. Don’t think for a minute that

Paddy didn’t tell me about your stubbomess ..."

ANNA: "I can plainly see that if my husband told you anything,

he told you too much."

PAT: (holding a contract out) "Just sign this, and you’ll have

twenty years to pay it back."

ANNA: (exasperated) "Pat, I’m seventy three years old!"
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PAT: "Don’t be so proud Anna • • • sign here. (indicates the

line and takes a pen from his breast pocket) Here’s the pen . • • 

just sign away ..."

ANNA: (tearing up the contract) "I’ve have just about enough,

Patrick Leary 1"’

PAT: (dumbfounded) "Anna! That was an official bank contract.

Mr. McGowly drew it up himself . . ."

ANNA: "Well take your bloomin’ bank contract and go upstairs where

you belong and leave me alone ... (looking around and realizing 

the immediate situation again) I have my grandchild here, Amy’s 

daughter, and her husband."

PAT: (not listening) "Honestly Anna, I was only, trying to help."

ANNA: "You’ve helped enough, thank you ... I still have my 

sons to help me. I’m going to have the house painted as a surprise 

for Ronnie." (Anna and Pat continue talking, Anna becoming in

creasingly exasperated.)

FREDDY: (aside, to Marion) “Who the hell is that clown?"

MARION: (hushing him) "It’s Pat. He lives upstairs • . .he’s

an old friend of Grandfather’s."

FREDDY: "But what’s with all this loan business ... what is he,

the J. P. Morgan (He spells out ’J. P. Morgan* as he speaks on the 

scrabble board.) of Lawrence? ... Hey, look at that • • ."(refering 

to the name on the game board).

MARION: (not paying any attention to what he ha,s done) "It’s an

old Irish custom for a family friend to see to it that a widow 

isn’t cheated—which doesn’t say much for the other Irishmen ...

He drives poor Granny crazy with all his well intended helping out."

7



PAT? (loudly, above the conversation of Freddy and Marion) ’’Anna, 

I tell you all this will be handled very discretely ... no 

one else will know about it, you needn’t be ashamed ...”

AHHA: (angry) ”I*m not ashamedl I simply don’t want your help,

or Mr. McGowly’s either for that matter ... (calmly now) Can’t 

you see that I have guests ... Amy’s daughter and her husband 

are here.”

PAT? (Noting their presence for the first time, he becomes, all 

at once, very proper and feigns the tipping of an invisible hat.) 

”How do you do? ... Why you look just like Amy, I should have 

knovzn you at once, (chuckles) only I didn’t see you, damned eye 

sight, that’s what old age does. (to Marion and Freddy) Don’t 

get old, kiddos.”

ANHA? (laughing to herself and mumbling, not being able to con

tain her amusement) ”1 think you can safely ignore this old man’3 

wisdom.”

FREDDY? (He stands up and goes over to shake hands with Pat, 

who accepts his outstretched hand somewhat dubiously.) “Very 

pleased to meet you, any friend of Paddy’s is a friend of mine.”

PAT? (dumbfounded) "Did you know Paddy?”

AHHA? (agast) "How could he have known Paddy?”

FREDDY? (confidently) "Well in a manner of speaking, my wife’s 

grandfather . . • you know how it goes, I can, well, I can sort 

of see it in her, if you know what I mean?”

PAT ? (somewhat dazed) "Well, not exactly ...”
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ANITA: (defiantly) "No, we don’t .know. You never knew my hus

band. " 

PAT: (joining the winning side) "Paddy was my friend. Anna

is his widow, but, if you don’t mind my asking, who exactly are 

you? ... (gasps, squints and stares at Freddy) Whew! I thought 

for a moment that Anna might have been right after all and that 

you were Ronnie come home, but he’d never talk such gibberish.” 

FREDDY: (trying desperately to explain) "It was only a way of

speaking—nothing meant personally ..."

ANNA: "Personally! We were married for forty-two years ... the

trouble with you young college students is that you think you know 

everything, well I can tell you plenty that you don’ know, and 

things they won’t teach you in college, and I don’t care if it is 

Harvard University. Paddy and I . . ."

MARION: (cutting in, desperate to make peace) "Grandmother, Freddy

didn’t mean any harm. He was just being polite ... It’s all 

a manner of speaking, like Freddy said ..."

ANNA: (flabbergasted) "Polite I Manner of speaking ... I don’t

understand all this youthful hogwash, but' I can tell you one 

thing—"

PAT: (with great enthusiasm) "Sock it to’m Anna! (All turn and

stare at Pat with grave, questioning looks; he attempts to explain.) 

I ... I heard it on the radio, all the kids say it now—’sock 

it to’m* ... I don’t quite know what it means, but, ah, it .. •

It has style. Style at any rate—Paddy would have like that ... 

Goddamn, it has style! (overcome) Sock it to’m."



ALL: "Pat I" "

PAT: (hanging his head in shame) '’Sorry, I got carried away.”

AWA: (corning to her senses) "All right Pat, why don’t you go

upstairs now?"

PAT: (still somewhat shamefully) "Okay Anna. (going out, but

turns and looks at her beseechingly) But remember if you need 

any help • . . with the painting and all that • • ."

AMITA: (kindly now) "Mo thankb Pat, I don’t need any."

PAT: (giving it one last chance) "Are you sure?"

AMITA: "Positive."

PAT: (He exits, looking something like a bad puppy with its

tail between its legs.) "Okay ... but if you need anything let 

me know ..."

ANNA: "Yes Pat, thanks." (The door closes and Anna sighs with

relief.)

PREPPY: "’.•/hat a kook."

AMMA: "You should talk. And to think that old fool mistook you

for my Ronnie."

MARIOM: "Grandmother!"

' : "Sorry ... I don’t know what got into me . . . Pat’s very

nice in his own way, he thinks that he has to look out for me, 

sort of gesture of kindness to Paddy’s memory."

PREPPY: "He may mean well, and all that, but if you ask me he’s

a snoop." L

MARIOM: "Mobody asked you, darling."

AMMA: (reminiiscing) "Pat was Paddy’s best friend . . ."

MARIOM: (trying to be pleasant) "Yes, he does seem like a nice

man. "
; * ’’ ■■ ' ' '
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FREDDY: (to Marion) "Are you crazy? He’s an absolute ding-bat*“ 

MARION: (in a whisper) "Please dear, he was one of grandfather’s 

frineds.“

FREDDY: (Bored, he stands up, stretchs and yawns, vralks across

the room and studies a photograph on the wall.) "Who’s this kid 

with' the baseball bat?"

ANNA:. (looking up) "Why that’s Ronnie I He was fourteen years 

old that day. Pat gave him that bat for a birthday present. I 

was so mad at Pat for giving it to him, for three months the only 

thing he did all day long was play baseball. Sometimes he’d even 

talk the other boys into playing hooky they’d go down to the river 

and play, all the time I thought they were in school."

FREDDY: (turning back to the photograph, giving it a final glance)

“He’s not bad looking, kind of looks like F. Scott Fitzgerald in 

his prime."

MARION: (She gets upaand goes over to look at the photograph.)

"You know he does, he really does ..."

ANNA: "Ronnie is the best looking one of the lot. I don’t like

to compare my children, but without a doubt he is the most hand

some of all the boys. Over there (indicates) you can see him in 

his uniform. As soon as he put that on the girls wouldn’t leave 

him alone, (chuckles to herself) Not that he minded though." 

FREDDY: (now looking at the picture she has indicated) "Good

God I An army uniform. I hope he didn’t enlist,"* •
ANNA: "Enlist? Of course he did* All my boys ’did, except Peter,

he was too young."

MARION: (sits down, speaks to Freddy, explaining) "People had

different ideas in those days. They thought war was patriotic."
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FREDDY; (grunts in disgust, returps to the sofa, mumbles) "For

tunately times have changed, (to Anna) Marion and I are going 

to Canada as soon as I get my degree.”

ABA: (not understanding) "I don’t know why you’d want to do

that, it’s so far from home ... (rocking in her chair) Some

times, late at night I get a strange feeling that Ronnie’s on 

his way home. I keep his room: ready just in case. I sit up in 

bed and read aloud to keep myself from falling asleep, I’m so 

worried that I won’t hear his knock. . . "

MARION: (horrified) "Grandmother!"

ABA: (coming back, stops rocking) "Yes dear?"

MARION: "Nothing ... but it’s a little cold in here. Do you

think you could turn the heat up?"

ANITA: "You’re as bad as Pat. (going over to the thermastat on

the wall) But I suppose I can for now. I usually keep it a little 

cool, that’s how Ronnie likes it. When the heat’s too high he 

sweats and then he catchs cold, (returns to her chair, rocks) He’s 

a pilot for the array. One of their best they told me. He was 

decorated three times for courageous duty."

FREDDY: "I can’t understand the mind of a man who kills and then

calls It courageous* Live and let live, that’s my philosophy."

ANNA: (Hot listening to him, she cocks her ear towards the window.)

"It^s so windy out. I almost hope Ronnie doesn’t try to come 

home tonight, it would be dangerous for flying."

PAT: (He is heard yelling from the top of the stairs and the

sound of his heavy footsteps running down the stairs is heard.)



"Anna! Anna! (He flings the door open and bursts into the 

room.) Anna, the phone’s out! There I was trying to make a call, 

dialing away, and then nothing, no sound at all, just absolute 

silence ... I wonder if yours works. 1*11 go see ... (he exits 

right door, offstage, yelling) It’s out Anna, your’s is out too." 

ANNA: (to herself) "Lord above, that man will drive me crazy

yet. "

PAT: (returns, demanding) "Nell, what are we going to do?"

ANNA: "I imagine we’ll just have to wait until they fix it."

PAT: "That might take days."

FREDDY: (mumbles, sarcastically) "Why don’t you write a letter

instead."

ANNA: "Who were you going to call that can’t wait until morning?"

PAT: (hesitates) "I can’t remember off hand ... But it’s a

matter of principle. I pay as much as the next person for a tele

phone, and, by God, I want one that works ... (enlightened) I 

think I’ll call the telephone company and complain." (He starts 

towards the door, stage right, stops abruptly, sinks into a near 

chair, sighing.)

ANNA: "Well what’s wrong now?"

PAT: (despondently) "I can’t even call them to coraplain--I for

got that the damn phone doesn’t work ... Why suppose I was having

a baby and needed an ambulance right away, I’d like to know what 
•

Alexander Graham Bell would say to that."
■*

FREDDY: "Undoubtedly it would leave him speechless." (Pat and

Freddy glare hostilely at each other.)
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MARION: (attempting to make peace). "Why don’t we all play a

game of scrabble# With four such geniuses it ought to. prove 

Interesting."

PAT: "Well, it would pass the time ... until that goddamn 

phone company fixes the lines., Anna, are you game?”

ANNA: "I suppose, if It will calm your temper* But I don’t much

like spelling games. I always seem to lose.”

MARION: (to Freddy) ”And of course you’d love to play. (He

is .about to protest but her icy glare forces him to reconsider.) 

Wouldn’t you dear? ... I’ll set the game up." (She proceeds 

to rearrange the playing pieces on the coffee table.)

PAT: ”1 just don’t understand it. In the old days the tele

phones held up in worse weather than this. Why it’s only a 

slight breeze and it used to take hurricanes to knock the phones 

out.”

ANNA: "You’re thinking of the mail Pat. The mail must go through, 

not phone calls."

MARION: (looking up) "Everything’s ready.* (The others gather

around the coffee table.) Draw your letters ... No cheating 

now, letIs make this an honest game." (As the game proceeds Marion 

keeps the score with a pencil and a pad of paper'.)

FREDDY: "I’ll start. (He lays his letters out on the game board.)

’uniform*. With the double word score that gives me twenty-eight. 

I’m winning. "

MARION: "Oh Freddy, you shouldn’t have wasted that ,’u’, now some

body will be stuck with a *q» ... Pat, why don’t you go next."
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PAT; (He ponders over his letters and word on the board for

several seconds.) "Military."

MARION: (counts up his score) "Fourteen. Very good Pat ...
*

‘draft*. Your turn Granny."

ANNA: (hesitates pensively, ;sonething seeras to click in her

mind) "War." (They all look at her for a very brief moment, 

somewhat stunned, then proceed with the game.)

FREDDY: "‘Duped’. Triple letter score on the ’p’. (to Marion)

Did you get that?"

MARION: "Yes dear. You’re still winning. "

PAT: "’Troops’. I get aatriple letter score on that ‘p‘ too."

MARION; {■writing all this down) "I got It, Pat ... (looking 

up) Oh, my turn. Let me see. . • ‘shipped.

ANNA: (sponaniously) "Over there."

PAT: "That’s two words Anna. You’ll have to stick with ’over’,

but the ‘v’s’ worth a few points at any rate. Besides, you really 

shouldn’t squander your ‘th’s‘—save them for a real killing."

FREDDY: (He studies the board critically.) "Invasion." (At

this point the game picks up a very rapid-fire speed with none 

of the players pausing between words. Marion quits tabulating the 

score and almost frantically they all scrambe to place their 

letters on the board. Oblivious of each other, aware only of the 

words, they proceed. All of Anna’s words have an emphatic emphasis.)

PAT: "Nihilate."

MARION: "Kill."

ANNA: "Patriot!"
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FREDDY: "Blood."
* i.". ' '

PAT: "—shed.»

MARION: ' "Dying."

ANNA: "Dead!"

FREDDY: "Bomber."

PAT: "Pilot."

MARION: "Crash."

ANITA: (on the verge of hysteria) "Alsace-Lorraine I "

FREDDY: "That’s a proper name, you forfeit ... ’coffin’."

"Laurel." .- I - ,PAT:.

MARION: "Flags."

ANNA: (She stands up, screams in terror.) "RONNIE!" (The others

freeze, forming a tableau of sorts. Anna falls back into her 

rocking chair, rocks, and speaks as if talking to Ronnie.) "I 

wanted to have the house freshly painted and pretty, like it was 

when you were little, as a surprise for your homecoming • • .But 

now, ... now I guess it doesn’t really matter/.anymore • .." 

(Both®, telephones, Pat’s and Anna’s, begin to ring wildly, altern

ation, with one ringing during the other’s pause. No one moves 

or seems to hear them.)

'■’Ada-.v '

Blackout.
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